
MBA ESSAY FINANCE

In this Sample NYU Stern MBA Essay, the applicant shares how his passion for math sparked an interest in Finance
and a career with Goldman Sachs.

I am targetting MBA in finance. Should you complete the optional essay on your MBA application?
Shortlisted candidates are usually invited for a formal interview either on campus or online with the
admissions team. Be sure to allow your passion to flow through this piece. Start by thinking about how others
describe you and what makes you unique - then move into how those aspects affect your interactions with
others. Most set an upper limit of words. This is another standard essay prompt. Sometimes these are questions
regarding your career goals - or how an MBA will help you achieve them. Though worded differently, you
should demonstrate how an MBA and this programme in particular is the bridge that connects your previous
experiences to your future goals. And, you want to include your short-term personal goals as well as your
professional ones. The author starts the book by giving tips on NYU Stern's essays. They must explain their
short and long-term career goals and what their time at the business school would add to their professional
development. With the experiential learning modules, the applicant plans to develop hands-on experience
necessary to understand the financial, cultural and governance issues in these economies. Does your CV tie in
with your experiences? Before you begin drafting, it's worth considering what ad comms want to see. It is not
just what they say but how they say it, and there is the pressure of being in front of a camera. Applicants tend
to think of this as one of the more straightforward questions only because everyone is interested in something.
Going through the Essay Guide, I learned the art of storytelling, using various ploys mentioned in the book.
The failure question requires you to be honest about something that was relatively high-stakes and to show
how you developed personally or professionally through the process. How about the school choice - is it
obvious that the school is perfect for you? Many MBA programs focus on teamwork, finance, leadership, and
professionalism in building business relationships. Especially for U. Just about everyone that applies to top
business schools has an incredible history. So, the more unique your interests, the easier it is to craft this
essay. You know why parables shared years ago are still shared among us? Never add basic facts to your
essay; ad comms know how many professors they have.


